
STAFF REPORT 
 
DATE:  June 1, 2017      
 
RE: Seaside Ct North and South (permit application # T17-8509) 
 
FROM:   Karen DeMaria, City of Key West Urban Forestry Manager  
 
An application was received requesting the removal of (15) Mahogany  
trees.  A site inspection was done on May 26, 2017 and documented the 
following: 
        Trees 1-4 located south of entrance close to the buildings 
 

 
 



       
 

       



         
 
        Trees 5-15 located north of entrance close to buildings 

       



        
 

        



         
 

        
 



           Tree Species: Mahogany (Swietenia mahagoni)                     
        
Tree#1     

                 
 
Diameter: 7.5”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 50% (fair, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to slope 
of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 60%  
Value x Diameter =  4.5 replacement caliper inches 



Tree #2 

                 
 
Diameter: 7”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 30% (poor, one sided canopy, included bark, no space for roots 
to grow due to slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 53%  
Value x Diameter =  3.7 replacement caliper inches 



Tree #3 

               
 
Diameter:8.75”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 50% (fair, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to slope 
of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 60%  
Value x Diameter =  5.25 replacement caliper inches 
 



Tree #4 

               
 
Diameter: 7.25”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 50% (fair, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to slope 
of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 60%  
Value x Diameter =  4.35 replacement caliper inches 



 
              Tree #5                                    Tree #6 
 
Tree #5: Diameter: 8.5”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  4.7 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #6: Diameter:6.75”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  3.7 replacement caliper inches 
 
 



Tree #5,         #6,      #7,             and #8 

 
 
Tree #7:  Diameter: 7.5”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 30% (poor, included bark, strong growth lean, no space for roots 
to grow due to slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 53%  
Value x Diameter =  3.9 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #8:  Diameter: 6.25”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 30% (poor, included bark, poor structure, no space for roots to 
grow due to slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 53%  
Value x Diameter =  3.3 replacement caliper inches 
 
 



Tree #9,                       #10,                              and #11 

 
                   
Tree #9: Diameter: 9.25”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  5.1 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #10: Diameter: 11”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  6.1 replacement caliper inches 
 
 



Tree #11: Diameter: 7”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (fair, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to slope 
of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  3.9 replacement caliper inches 
 

 
 
Tree #12: Diameter: 7.25”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 30% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 53%  
Value x Diameter =  3.8 replacement caliper inches 

Tree #14 

Tree #13

Tree 
#12 



 
Tree #13: Diameter: 9.5”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, poor structure, no space for roots to 
grow due to slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  5.3 replacement caliper inches 
 
Tree #14: Diameter: 7.25”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 50% (fair, no space for roots to grow due to slope of retention 
pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 60%  
Value x Diameter =  4.3 replacement caliper inches 
 

 
 
                                                               Tree #15 



Tree #15:  Diameter: 8.5”  
Location: 30% (wrong tree wrong place, roots impacting infrastructure on 
building side, canopy impacting views)    
Species:  100% (on protected tree list)  
Condition: 40% (poor, included bark, no space for roots to grow due to 
slope of retention pond, canopy constantly trimmed) 
Total Average Value = 56%  
Value x Diameter =  4.7 replacement caliper inches 
 
NOTE:  These trees were planted as part of a development 
landscape plan.  This tree species is too large for this space.  Root 
growth is impacted by the wall and infrastructure associated with 
the structures/homes on one side of the trees and the stormwater 
pond on the other side thereby reducing the ability of the trees to 
properly and safely grow.  The canopies of the trees are also being 
heavily trimmed for views. It is recommended that the planting 
areas be replaced with a subcanopy tree species so as to be in 
compliance with the original landscape plan. 
 
 
Recommendation:  Recommend approval of the removal of fifteen 
(15) Mahogany trees at Seaside Court North and South, to be 
replaced with 66.6 caliper inches of dicot or fruit trees from 
approved list, FL#1, to be planted on site. 
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